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Houston Wilderness’ mission is accomplished 
through its Slate of Initiatives to promote, protect, 
and preserve the biodiversity in our 10 ecoregions. 
Houston Wilderness concentrates on the following 

initiatives: 

Convening various groups to promote, protect and 
preserve the biodiversity in our 10 ecoregions:

• Collaborative Access Program 
• Collaborative Grant-organizing 

Program
 

Providing collaborative Problem Solving 
opportunities on critical environmental issues: 

• Sam Houston Greenbelt Network 
Initiative 

• Gulf-Houston Regional 
Conservation Plan 

• Ecosystem Services  Policy 
Initiative 

Educating the public on the many exciting outdoor 
opportunities in the Greater Houston Region and the 

health benefits associated with nature:

• Get Outdoors Houston! Website 
and

• Ecotourism & Wilderness 
Passports
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2014 Recap from the President

I. Moving from 2014 into 2015

At the close of 2014, Houston Wilderness was eighteen months into its revised 
Slate of Initiatives, concentrating on Convening, Problem-Solving and Educating on 
environmental/conservation issues-of-the-day with the diverse communities within 
the 13+ counties making up the Greater Houston Region. For over six months, 
HW staff and board members had all the “program burners” going at once as we 
worked to develop the processes and collaborative structures necessary to begin 
implementing the various initiatives. Heading into 2015, we are now turning up the 
heat on several fully-developed programs while reducing the heat on programs/
projects that are near completion. It promises to be another fast-paced, fun and 
wildly productive year!

II. Problem-Solving & Convening 

Sam Houston Greenbelt Network – In 2014, HW facilitated what is now called the 
Gulf-Houston Regional Conservation Plan (RCP): An 8-county compilation of all 
conservation-related “shovel-ready” projects. To launch this collaborative visioning 
effort, we worked with over 100 nonprofit and governmental entities organized 
under a RCP Planning Group, Steering Committee and Business Group to create 
major GIS-based vision maps, develop a comprehensive RCP Working List, categorize 
an RCP Excel spreadsheet of projects, draft an RCP Executive Summary & Fact Sheet 
and put together a slide presentation on the RCP.  A major RCP communications 
and media strategy as well as numerous meetings and presentations to key elected 
officials is on tap for 2015.

• HW also serves as the lead partner in the US Fish & Wildlife’s Urban Wildlife 
Refuge Partnership for the Houston area and facilitated the First CGO Five-
Star grant for this program in 2014 with a second Five-Star grant to be 
submitted in 2015.

• Other Collaborative Access Program meetings in 2014 included two 
meetings on potential collaborative opportunities for a large-scale NAWCA 
grant, a Lower Brazos River Stakeholder meeting and a half-day workshop 
on major TWPD grant programs.

Ecosystem Services within all Eco-regions – With the fabulous assistance of several 
outstanding HW interns, from Rice University, Texas A&M, and University of Houston, 
HW produced a Policy Paper on Ecosystem Services (ESS) to correspond with our ESS 
Resource Chart and a corresponding slide presentation. We’ve now begun sending 
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2014 Recap from the President

Abstracts of the policy paper and presentation to various ESS-related symposiums 
and conferences around the country and hope to spread the word on the policy 
benefits of incorporating ESS into infrastructure decision-making. We also met with 
the City of Houston’s Health & Human Services water quality staff on high water 
pollution areas with ESS opportunities.

Collaborative Grant-Organizing Program – This unique collaborative program for the 
Greater Houston Region really began to come together in 2014 with HW submitting 
three distinct Collaborative Grant-Organizing (CGO) project submissions to various 
state and federal granting agencies - two projects related to ESS studies along Cypress 
Creek and Galveston Bay and one for Trinity River corridor land conservation.  By the 
end of 2014, over 7 CGO grant requests were submitted to major funding entities 
for multiple ecosystem services studies, land conservation, education and land 
conservation easements. 

III. Educating 

Get out Here Houston - From its inception, HW has recognized the important role 
of educating residents and visitors alike on the 10 ecoregions in and around the 
Houston area.  To further this part of our mission in 2014 we partnered with 12 
regional environmental organizations to create and launch the Get Out Here Houston 
(GOH) website and iphone App (www.getoutherehouston.org). The GOH Steering 
Committee will continue to promote and expand the GOH website In 2015 with the 
goal of reaching a “tipping point” of high usage by the end of the year. 

Wilderness Passport - HW also proudly published a new adult version of the 7-year 
old Wilderness Passport and significantly revised the family version of the Passport, 
as well as the webpage for the passports.

Great Green Quest - Through our two-year old Great Green Quest fundraising 
program, we will target in 2015 significantly expanding the number of donor-
sponsored schools involved in the program, allowing for wide distribution of the 
family Passport.
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History of Accomplishments

I. Eco-Region Advocacy through Convening & Problem-Solving 

Creation of the Vision of the Major Eco-regions of Greater Houston and surrounding 
counties – Houston Wilderness (HW) led the creation and facilitation of the first-ever 
recognition of ten (10) connective eco-regions in the multi-county area surrounding 
Houston (see http://houstonwilderness.org/about-ecoregions/).  HW brought 
the environmental and business communities together to support, facilitate and 
advocate for promotion and protection of these major eco-regions surrounding 
Houston. Today HW maintains its role as advocate and facilitator to incubate and 
support collaborative projects. 

Atlas of Biodiversity – Written and produced by Houston Wilderness, the Houston 
Atlas of Biodiversity is a major publication that focuses on the seven land-based and 
three water-based eco-regions of the greater Houston area including Big Thicket, 
Coastal Marshes, Coastal Prairies, Columbia Bottomlands, Piney Woods, Post Oak 
Savannah, and Trinity Bottomlands, Gulf of Mexico, Bayou Wilderness and Estuaries 
and Bays.  Significant parts of the Atlas were produced by Rice University Professor 
and HW Board member, Jim Blackburn and staff members with the Houston 
Advanced Research Center (HARC). As the only serious publication to date that 
explores the interconnectedness of Houston eco-regions, the Atlas is a resource for 
scientists, students, conservationists, policy makers and the public.

Sam Houston Greenbelt Network (Phase I, the Sam Houston Trail and Wilderness 
Preserve) – A vision for a 650 mile green “necklace” that connects the region’s 
ecosystems as a multi-use Regional Trail traversing 13 counties, offering biking, 
hiking, kayaking, birding, horseback riding and many other recreational activities for 
its users. Policy development and implementation of this multiple eco-region trail 
took place with the collaboration of many regional partners and included Houston 
Wilderness’ participation in: 

• Promotion and assistance in the designation and unveiling of the first 
section of the Sam Houston Trail along Spring Creek facilitating an 
agreement between Fort Bend County Judge Hebert and Brazoria County 
Judge King to formally establish the Brazos River Trail (second section of Sam 
Houston Trail)

• Brazoria County in partnership with TPWD officially adopted the Brazos 
River Paddling Trail
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• The collaboration of Fort Bend County parks directors from Sugar Land, 
Missouri City, Rosenberg and Sienna Plantation to firm up their plan to work 
together to complete the Brazos River paddling trail

• Adoption of the San Felipe Trail (3rd section of the Sam Houston Trail) 
project by Waller County

This work led to HW’s development of Phase II, the current Sam Houston Greenbelt 
Network vision (see http://houstonwilderness.org/greenbelt-network/).

Network Partners Development – Creation of a network of 100+ environmental 
and conservation organizations in the greater Houston region that work together 
to encourage the preservation of land, water, and wildlife.  In HW’s current slate of 
initiatives, Houston Wilderness is the conservation advocate that serves to unite 
diverse interests to protect and improve the region’s environmental capital and to 
inspire collaborative achievements in land conservation and preservation. 

Green Think Tank – Led by Houston Wilderness board members, this collaborative 
group discusses large land and water conservation issues affecting the region.  
Results have included two publications with evaluations of potential economic and 
environmental impacts for the Upper Texas Gulf Coast Counties over the next 20 
years and development of a “National Recreation Area” proposed for designation by 
Congress in the Gulf Coast area.

Creation & Distribution of an ESS Reference Chart  –  Lists of all major ecosystem 
services studies in the Greater Houston Region and relevant studies around the U.S. 
with valuations for water supply and quality, erosion control, stormwater protection, 
air quality, carbon and energy savings, and recreation (see http://houstonwilderness.
org/ecosystem-services/).

Creation of the Collaborative Access Program (CAP) – Facilitated over 12 meetings 
throughout the year on various environmental issues of the day – from federal/state 
grant opportunities to legislative water quality issues to information on major local/
state/federal environmental programs.  Over 300 people attended these meetings 
throughout the year. HW created a CAP Process Document that provides three levels 
of CAP meetings with involvement by HW on a sliding scale of participation – as a 
facilitator, collaborator or a colleague.

History of Accomplishments
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History of Accomplishments

II. Eco-Region Advocacy through Education

• Completion, implementation, and maintenance of the Wilderness Passport 
(1st & 2nd Editions) program – An educational tool for families and for 
adults (Ecotourism version) designed to encourage everyone to visit natural 
sites in the 10 eco-regions in the greater Houston area.  Wilderness Passport 
partners provide experiences that allow participants to have direct contact 
with the ecological diversity of the region while also experiencing the mental 
and physical health AND well-being that nature provides in all these areas. 
The Wilderness Passport is a self-guided year-long program that is printed in 
both Spanish and English (see http://houstonwilderness.org/passport/).  HW 
also provides Passports to regional elementary schools for summertime use 
through its Great Green Quest program.  

• Houston Wilderness Website – a user-friendly resource of all the 
environmental, recreational and eco-tourism opportunities across the 
region’s 10 eco-regions. The Houston Wilderness Website provided a unique 
interactive GIS-based map that allowed users to search for activities and 
experiences in the 24-county region. This search function allowed residents 
and visitors alike access to ways of enjoying the vast natural treasures in the 
Houston area, and has now been upgraded to the www.getoutherehouston.
org website and phone App.  Houston Wilderness’ current website provides 
extensive information on its new slate of initiatives, ecosystem services 
resources and other key information critical to the work being done by our 
Network Partners and other interested parties in the Houston Region.

• Convening partner in Get Outdoors Houston!—An initiative to encourage 
the Greater Houston Region to spend more time outdoors for the 
community’s health, economic vitality, and education. This initiative has 
been formed under the leadership of Houston Wilderness and a Steering 
Committee made up of over 12 environmental/outdoor non-profits and 
the business and government communities.  Over 100 stakeholders in 
the region are now engaged in a strategic plan to encourage citizens and 
visitors to explore and enjoy the ecological treasures of the region. See 
the current website at www.getoutherehouston.org. An interactive phone 
App is also available at: https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/getouthere!/
id883308678?mt=8. 
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Thank You to 2014 Donors

Houston Wilderness gratefully acknowledges the generous support of the following 
foundations and corporate sponsors, and individual donors;

$50,000 
• Knobloch Family 

Foundation 
ConocoPhillips  
$25,000
• Beth Robertson
• Bud Light / Silver Eagle 

Distributors
$20,000  
• Skiles Foundation 
• Phillips 66
• The Brown Foundation
• Huffington Foundation
• Silver Edge Distributors
$10,000 
• The Cockrell Foundation
• Knobloch Family 

Foundation
• The Vaughan Family
• Wells Fargo
• George and Mary 

Josephine Hamman 
Foundation

• Susan Vaughan 
Foundation

• The Wortham 
Foundation

$5,000 
• Jenny and Jim Elkins 

Family Fund
• The Hildebrand 

Foundation
• Wilhelmina E. “Beth” 

Robertson
• Liz & Andy Stepanian
• John R. Carloss, Jr.
• CenterPoint Energy
• Diane & Jim D’Agostino
• Jana & Richard Fant
• Frost Bank

• Peaches & Shrub 
Kempner

• Virginia & Lee 
Lahourcade

• Ann Lents & J. David 
Heaney

• John P. McGovern 
Foundation

• The Robert & Janice 
McNair Foundation

• Meg & Dick Weekley
• Williamsburg Enterprises
• Mary & David Wolff and 

Family
• Albert and Ethel 

Herzstein Charitable 
Foundation

• Tapeats Fund 
• The Trull Foundation
$2,500 
• Virginia & Lee 

Lahourcade
• Joan & Stanford 

Alexander
• Roni & Doug Atnipp
• Cadence Bank
• Janet and  Commissioner 

R. Jack Cagle
• Sanford Criner
• Hilda & Greg Curran
• Jenny Elkins
• Merrill & Joe Hafner
• HARC
• Houston Zoo
• Shawn & Bill Jackson
• John Daugherty Realtors
• George Martinez
• NRG Energy
• Regina Rogers
• R.G. Miller Engineers, 

Inc.

$1,000 
• Houston Zoo, Inc.
• Carla Knobloch
• Ben Patton
• Clive Runnells
• Meg & Dick Weekley
• Clark Baker & Friends of 

the YMCA
• Laura Bellows
• Jim Blackburn
• Kristen & David Buck
• James Calaway
• Anne & Albert Chao
• Marita & JB Fairbanks
• C.M. Garver
• Emerson Hankamer
• Karen & John Hofmeister
• The Kayser Foundation
• The Lents Foundation
• Jeff B. and Katherine B. 

Love Foundation
• William N. Mathis
• Mike McSpadden
• Ginni Mithoff
• Hugh Roff
• Chris Wallace 
• Wallace S. Wilson
• Jacob and Terese 

Hershey Foundation
$500 
• Laura & Tom Bacon
• Hilda & Greg Curran
• C.M. Garver
• Ginni Mithoff
• Mary Ruth Rhodenbaugh
$250 
• Bettie Cartwright
• E. Winston Jones & Sam 

Jones
• Angela & Doug Seaworth
• Karen Soh
• Stephanie & Brad Tucker
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Get Out Here Houston 

Get Out Here is a collaborative effort of many environmental nonprofits and business 
leaders to create the most comprehensive website and app on outdoor activities in 
the Houston-Gulf Coast region. Coming together as a Steering Committee, this group 
recognized that with our temperate climate, the plethora of outdoor recreational 
opportunities and amazing natural spaces needed to be more easily and universally 
accessible through year-round online resources. The committee members pooled 
their goals and ideas together and developed www.getoutherehouston.org, which 
serves as a portal to an amazing variety of outdoor activities in the 13-county area 
around metropolitan Houston. Houston Wilderness serves as the facilitator for this 
initiative.

• Now created, the website is here to help residents and visitors alike find 
ways to explore the outdoors in the 13 county region – whether its outdoor 
areas that they are specifically looking for or ones that that they had no idea 
they were looking for! 

• Many of the GOH website participants have yearly, monthly, and in some 
instances, weekly events to get people outside and engaged in the Houston 
area. Look to this site to find what, where, and when these events are. 
Houston is on the threshold of being one of the premier cities in the U.S. and 
this website provides the only way to get a comprehensive look at “outdoors 
in the Greater Houston Region” and ways to explore and have fun outside.  
Next steps in 2015 include partnerships with the Houston Chronicle and 
the Back the Bayou initiative, as well as increased presentations through 
speaking engagements with the GOH Steering Committee members and use 
of the new GOH Storyboards. 
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Houston Wilderness’ Sam Houston Greenbelt Network is a vision for the Greater 
Houston region that provides regional green space planning, promotional 
opportunities, and technical support for the community. Under this initiative Houston 
Wilderness (HW) works with the environmental community to educate the public 
about ecosystem services.  

Ecosystem services are the benefits provided by nature, such as absorption of large 
amounts of water, reduction of air and water pollution. The ecological diversity seen 
in the Greater Houston Region is what provides a large number of ecosystem services 
that the region depends on. Understanding the value of ecosystem services allows for 
informed communication among scientists, industry, and policymakers regarding the 
benefits of ecosystems to human wellbeing. 

In mid 2014 Houston Wilderness published, “The Policy Values of Ten Ecoregions with 
One Urban Core”, a white paper that speaks about the incorporation of ecosystem 
services into infrastructure and policy based decision making in the Greater Houston 
Region. To read and print the white paper, visit http://houstonwilderness.org/
resources.

We are currently working with the City of Houston on a pilot study to produce and 
experiment with multiple methods that could be used for conducting a regional 
ecosystem services study. Our goal with this study is to compare, quantify and 
confirm the water quality enhancement benefits (Ecosystem services) that result 
because of water flowing along grass unlined bayous versus against lined concrete 
bayous.  

Through its Collaborative Grant Organizing Program, Houston Wilderness has written 
and submitted collaborative proposals to funding agencies to obtain funding for 
an ecosystem service study for the Houston Region.  Our goal in this effort is to 
understand what the economic values of our ecosystem services are and how they 
benefit our environment naturally in contrast to costly gray infrastructure.  The 
results from these studies will be able to determine, with decision making tools 
and benefit cost analysis’, the economic value per acres of each type of ecosystem 
service. HW will continue to advocate for ecosystem services studies within the 
region and submit grants to obtain funding for this environmental effort in 2015.  

Ecosystem Services
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Houston Wilderness’ Collaborative Grant Organizing Program (CGO) convenes 
meetings with multiple stakeholders within the Greater Houston region to discuss 
collaborative opportunities to submit large packaged funding requests to federal and 
state agencies as well as national foundations.  By coordinating individual regional 
conservation efforts into one large proposal, we assist the environmental community 
by increasing its odd for receiving more funding from federal and state grants.    

In 2014, Houston Wilderness received $50,000 though the CGO program from 
NFWF’s Five Star and Urban Waters Restoration Program for the Houston: Wild 
Urban Connections Project. As the Administrator, Houston Wilderness will assure 
that long term goals of the Houston: Wild Urban Connections Project will be 
accomplished by establishing more opportunities for members of the community to 
Find Nature, Value Nature and Care for Nature in Houston’s metropolitan area.  The 
project will take two years to complete and over that time will have exposed several 
thousand Houstonians to educational activities and opportunities in the conservation 
and restoration communities. 

Houston Wilderness is also an alternate recipient eligible for 2015 funding from 
TCEQ’s Nonpoint Source Grant for their submission of the Ecosystems Services 
Studies along Cypress Creek and Lake Houston Project. If funded Houston Wilderness 
will be eager to get the ball rolling on another conservation effort whose results will 
benefit the entire region. 

Houston Wilderness is still waiting to hear back from three (3) funding submissions 
with the potential of receiving $121,000 in funds. Houston Wilderness has high 
expectations for continued success and growth within its Collaborative Grant 
Organizing Program for 2015.    

Collaborative Grant Organizing 2014
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Sam Houston Greenbelt Network

I. Lower Brazos River & Trinity River CAP Meeting
Houston Wilderness through its collaborative access program held a meeting 
with several environmental, business, governmental and community stakeholders 
along the lower Brazos River Corridor to discuss issues surrounding the watershed. 
Since then a Lower Brazos River Coalition has been formed to address issues and 
community concerns within that corridor. Houston Wilderness continues to work 
with organizations like Ducks Unlimited, Katy Prairie Conservancy, U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service and H-GAC on Regional and Environmental Initiatives. 

In the fall of 2014, Houston Wilderness started working with Polk County to put 
together a Lower Trinity River Watershed meeting to discuss concerns of Stakeholder 
along that waterway.  The need for a discussion on this subject was well received by 
those local to that section of the Trinity River allowing Houston Wilderness to host 
the meeting with 3 counties and 4 cities locate along the Lower Trinity River.  The 
meeting, which will take place in the spring of 2015 will focus on opportunities for 
water quality enhancement, conservation, restoration, and education to promote 
awareness and address the needs of public and private land owners in the area, as 
well as members of the community.

II. Gulf-Houston Regional Conservation Plan 
The Gulf-Houston Regional Conservation Plan (Gulf-Houston Plan) is a long-term 
collaborative of environmental, business and governmental entities working 
together to create a first-ever ecosystem continuity and connectivity plan for 
the Gulf-Houston Region.  As a collection of existing and planned environmental 
projects and recreational initiatives, this Gulf-Houston Plan includes a GIS-based, 
conservation impact map that highlights four (4) ecologically-significant areas (“Eco-
Areas”) within the 8-county region (see map below). The Gulf-Houston Plan contains 
two phases. Projects and initiatives in Phase One includes 280,000 acres of land 
acquisition, 15,000 acres in land easements and restoration, and development of 
over 250 recreational trail miles. Phase Two will include projects that concentrate on 
restoration, public access, maintenance and education. “The Gulf-Houston Regional 
Conservation Plan will: 

 – (1) Increase funding opportunities for Gulf-Houston Plan projects, 
and leverage conservation/recreation dollars from multiple sources;

 – (2) Enhance and protect the natural benefits of our region;  
 – (3) Provide flood mitigation and hurricane-preparedness solutions;
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 – (4) Serve as a vehicle for other regional environmental collaborations and 
initiatives;

 – (5) Demonstrate multiple green infrastructure benefits to serve the 
region’s growing population; 

 – (6) Rapidly increase ecotourism;
 – (7) Attract businesses and employees seeking natural amenities and high 

quality of life ; and
 – (8) Significantly boost economic development. 

Sam Houston Greenbelt Network
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Great Green Quest

I. About the Great Green Quest
In 2013, Houston Wilderness launched the Great Green Quest, a multi-faceted summer 
adventure for families, schools, nature lovers and intrepid outdoor enthusiasts. Created as a 
soft fundraiser, the Quest serves as Houston Wilderness’ annual campaign and showcases the 
7 land-based and 3 water-based ecoregions in the Greater Houston area and the many parks, 
preserves, and nature centers within them. The Quest emphasizes key components of the 
Houston Wilderness mission: to promote our regional green spaces and to educate residents 
and visitors about the importance of enjoying them, preserving them, and protecting them.

II. How it Works
Great Green Quest participants are encouraged to exercise their bragging rights by visiting all 
ten ecoregions over the summer. To help guide them on their outdoor adventures, Houston 
Wilderness provides “Questers” with a Wilderness Passport, Great Green Quest instructions, 
a log to record their visits, and access to these materials through the Houston Wilderness 
website. Another feature of the Quest is a series of bimonthly emails informing participants of 
upcoming nature events that include both recreational and learning opportunities. Our Great 
Green Quest concludes with a celebration that gives Quest sponsors an opportunity to mix 
and mingle, and introduces them to some of our conservation Partners whose on-the-ground 
efforts ensure that the region’s wilderness areas thrive. 2014’s event featured Galveston 
Island’s East End Lagoon Nature Park and Preserve in the Coastal Marshes ecoregion. 

III.  Why is it so important?
 Even before Thoreau wrote Walden Pond, humans have recognized the value of nature and 
space to their mental and physical well-being. Wilderness provides respite from the stress and 
responsibility of modern life as well as those all-too-scarce opportunities for children to spend 
quality time with parents.  While many people recognize the beneficial impact that outdoor 
experiences have on children and family, few realize the various and multiple opportunities 
close to Houston like hiking, biking, birding, boating, hunting and fishing.  Experiences in 
nature enhance creativity, a sense of place, and mental and physical well-being.   Great Green 
Quest participants reap not only educational enrichment, but also the rewards of quality time 
together spent engaging in fun, physical activities.

IV. Sponsorships and Schools
Friends of Houston Wilderness are invited to join the Quest at different sponsorship levels 
which help a number of area schools participate over the summer months. Great Green 
Quest schools are provided with all the materials needed for successfully navigating fun, 
family-friendly, and educational outdoor activities. Schools teams that sign up for the Quest 
can achieve recognition as a Great Green School and individual students can be recognized 
at two levels of participation: those visiting at least 5 ecoregions are honored as “Green Level 
Questers” and those who visit all ten are honored as “Gold Level Top Questers”. 
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Financial 

               2014 Sources of Revenue   

Individual Contributions      85,560  12%

Corporate Contributions     98,250   15%

Foundation Contributions   238,010   38%

Special Event Revenue, net    264,148   29%

Total        685,968  100%

  

    2014 Expenses  
Get Outdoors Houston!         19%

Collaborative Grant Organizing              13%

Sam Houston Greenbelt Network               9%

Network Partners                  11%                      

Wilderness Passport              4%

EcoSystems Services            11%             

Fundrasing           9%

Management & General          22%

Outreach & Education         2%

Total                      100%
3%

 –
2%
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Board Of Directors & Staff

I. Board of Directors

 – Fred Bauhof
 – Garrick Behelfer
 – Sid Evans
 – Jason Fuller
 – Bill Jackson
 – Deborah January-Bevers
 – Tom Kartrude 
 – Carla Knobloch
 – Lee Lahourcade
 – Dr. Jim Lester
 – Ben Patton
 – Carter Perrin
 – Dr. Loren Hopkins Raun
 – Beth Robertson
 – Margaret Vaughan Robinson
 – Andrew Stepanian
 – Richard Torres
 – Carita Walker
 – Bruce Wilcoxon

II. Advisory Board

 – Keiji Asakura
 – Dr. Sarah Bernhardt
 – Julie Ann Brown
 – R.C. Brown, III 
 – Sanford Criner
 – Deidra S. Dierks 
 – John Daugherty, Jr.
 – Dr. John Jacob
 – Andy Jones
 – Elizabeth Winston Jones
 – John Kirksey, Sr.
 – Stephen L. Klineberg
 – Ann Lents
 – Cheryl Mergo
 – Mike Rome
 – Angela Seaworth 
 – Carter Smith
 – Bob Stokes
 – Joe Turner

III. Staff

 – Deborah January-Bevers, President and CEO
 – Rita Cash, Administrative & Accounting Executive

 – Lauren Harper, Environmental Policy Specialist
 – Holly Thorson, Development & Passport Program Director

 – Ecosystems Services Studies Intern
 – Sam Houston Greenbelt Network Intern


